Class-specific 3D Localization using Constellations of Object Parts
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Fully connected (FC) constellation-based model: We upgrade the treestructured G to the fully connected (FC) graph F (similar to [2]), to explore its power, especially in promoting repulsion between leaf node locations (e.g. two "cat" paw parts should be found on separate paws of a
query cat).
Inference results: The unary and pairwise terms of (1, 3) can be defined
as energies/costs for a given shape as:
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p(SmL p |α p ) ∝ exp −φ (SmL p ; α p )) ∝ N (smL p |αµ p , αΣ p ),

(4)

ψ(Lmi , Lm j ; γi j , {i j} ∈ G) ∝ N (dist(Lmi , Lm j )|γµi j , γΣi j ).

(5)
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Figure 1: First look: Fully connected graphs of object part nodes are learnt and
inferred for 2 models each of “Victoria” and “Lion” (TOSCA). Subsequently, correspondences can be estimated between the 3D models (coloured arbitrarily for 3D
visualization).

We address the problem of learning class-specific, deformable, 3D
part-based structure for object localization, on fully connected (FC) partbased graphs, along the lines of Pictorial Structures (PS) [1], Constellation Models [2] and ISM [3]. Further the above object part localization is
used to find dense correspondences between class 3D models. Our results
show improvement over state of the art and promise for application in
more complex 3D processing tasks such as part retrieval, pose estimation,
scene understanding and recognition.
Problem statement: We have a set of class-specific 3D shape instances
Sm , m ∈ {1 · · · M}, denoted as a set of Vm vertices νm and edges εm . The
appearance of Sm at the vth vertex is given by the Heat Kernel Signature
descriptor smv . If each Sm has P parts located at Lmp , the aim is to learn
the part configuration as a graphical model (governed by parameter set
Θ), in an inference framework.
The object parts, governed by appear
ance parameters α = α p , p ∈ {1 . . . P}, define the nodes of a graph
G ⊂ F, (F:
 fully connected graph over P nodes), whose edge parameters
are γ = γi j | Gi j ∈ G . Θ = {G, α, γ} is ideally learnt from the training shapes and configurations in a Maximum-Likelihood framework. For
query scene S∗ , we can find the MAP estimate of the object part layout
L∗ = argmaxL p(L|S∗ , Θ) as:

Both the PS and FC models are solved using TRW-S [4]. The approximate inference of the more complex FC model performs better, while
simultaneously telling us how close we are to the global optimum, than
the exact optimization on the simpler tree-based PS one. We significantly
outperform both PS and Implicit Shape Model based benchmarks qualitatively and quantitatively, on full and "punctured" versions of the TOSCA
dataset.
Extension to dense correspondence estimation: The task is to assign
the appropriate vertex label Li ∈ {1 . . .Vn } of Sn to each vertex i ∈ {1 . . .Vm }
of Sm . The graph G is replaced with {νm , εm } of shape Sm . Similar to (4),
the unary term evaluates how well sn j (shape Sn at vertex j) matches smi .
The pairwise cost encourages labels Li , Li0 in Sn to have a similar relative distance as neighbouring nodes i, i0 in Sm . Sparse correspondences
from the FC object part localization, are used as hard constraints to seed
the dense correspondence optimization. Part p localized to i in Sm and k
in Sn , gives us a vertex correspondence i, k. In summary, the unary and
pairwise energies can be written as:
(
∞,
(Li 6= k) & (i, k in corr.)
φ (Li ; λ ) =
2
λ (snLi − smi ) , otherwise
(
∞,
(Li 6= k) & (i, k in corr.)
− log(ψ(Li , Li0 |λ )) =
(distn (Li , Li0 ) − distm (i, i0 ))2 , otherwise
Again, this energy can be optimized using [4]. λ is empirically set. With
with meshes of ∼ 3000 nodes and label range of ∼ 3000, this is computationally daunting. Thus, we perform this correspondence establishment
hierarchically; the mesh resolution is increased in steps of ∼ 300 vertices.
The result of the previous stage is used as fixed correspondences in the
subsequent stage. Highly unlikely labels are pruned. Thus a relatively
simple problem is solved at each step to give robust correspondences.
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α p = argmax ∏ p(SmL p |α p ),
(1)
αp

m

G = argmax
G⊂F

∏

ψ(Lmi , Lm j ; γi j ),

γi j = argmax ∏ ψ(Lmi , Lm j ; γi j ) for
γi j

(2)

m,{i, j}∈G
m

(3)

